Abstract-In this paper we propose using the correlated cosine structure (CCS) for the computation of the discrete cosine transform (DCT). This structure has circulant property and is most suitable for the hardware realization. We will show that there exists a close relationship between the CCS and the DCT. In such a case, a 2"' length DCT can be decomposed recursively into shorter length CCS and DCT. This new approach results in very simple and straightforward structure and gives the minimum number of multiplications for its realization.
I. .
Many algorithms for the computation of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) have been proposed since the introduction of the DCT in 1974 by Ahmed et al. [l] . These algorithms can broadly be classified into two groups: 1) indirect computation through the fast discrete Fourier transform and the Walsh Hadamard transform [2] , [3] , and 2) direct computation of DCT through matrix decomposition or recursive computation [4]- [8] . Among them, Lee's [4] , Hou's [5] , and Vetterli's [7] algorithms meet the minimum known number of multiplications to implement a length 2"' DCT algorithm.
The convolution structure plays an important role in digital signal processing due to its regularity and simplicity during its hardware implementation [9] . Since a correlation of two sequences can always be converted into a convolution by inverting one of the input sequences, the correlation is also widely used in digital signal processing. In fact, there is a number of DFT algorithms developed depending upon these two structures [ 101, [ 111. In this paper, we first introduce a structure called the correlated cosine structure (CCS), and then present a new algorithm to compute an N = 2" length DCT by decomposing it into shorter length CCS and DCT recursively. Then we will elaborate the correlation property of the CCS. Finally, we will show that the proposed algorithm enables us to realize the DCT with the least number of multiplications compared with conventional approaches, and it also results in extremely regular structure such that its realization is very simple.
E. ALGORITHM DERIVATION
The DCT [l] of a real data sequence {x(i): i = 0,l; . a , N -1) is defined as
Let us split X ( k ) into odd and even sequences. 
and
By defining the N-point CCS on x'(i):
we have
for k = 0,1;.., N / 4 -1.
( 6 )
Hence an N-length DCT can be decomposed into an N-length CCS and an N/2-length DCT at a cost of N / 2 additions only. Now we will prove that an N-length CCS can be further decomposed into an N/2-length CCS and an N/4-length DCT at a cost of N / 2 multiplications and 5 N / 4 -1 additions.
Consider the structure CCS again. This structure has an interesting property of X'(N/2 + k ) = -X ' ( k ) . Besides, it can be decomposed into where
Note that this is a skew-circular correlation. This structure can be realized on a typical correlation hardware with only a small modification.
The second term G(k) is actually an N/4-length DCT of the data sequence {g(i):
The first term P(k) can be computed indirectly by computing another N/2-length CCS, F ( k ) , on y ( i ) :
We now further prove the possibility of decomposing an N-length DCT into two N-length CCS's. Recall in Section I1 that the odd sequence of an N-length DCT can be converted into an N-length CCS. Let us also deal with the even sequence. From (1) and (4), we have the even sequence X(2k):
Hence an N-length CCS can be decomposed into an N/2-length CCS and an N/4-length DCT.
PROPERTIES OF CCS (17)
The CCS may be considered as a special case of the discrete symmetric cosine transform (DSCT) [12] , and the properties of that the structure CCS can be converted into circular correlation form easily. Specifically, by defining a bijective mapping [8] on the set INDEX = (i: i = 0, 1 ; . . , N -1) to itself, where N = 2'": where which were first described by Ersoy in [12] . It is very interesting
. . , N -1 (12) As X ( N ) = 0, we can find all X(2k)'s by solving the equation set (17). which involves N / 2 -1 additions only. Note that Y ( k ) is Equation (5) can be rewritten as
exactly in the form of (3). Hence it can be converted into an Hence it is obvious that for any length-2" DCT, we can decomcan have a suitable size of CCS's for any particular hardware realization.
X"(k)
(I3) N-length CCS by similar techniques.
where x " ( k ) = X'(((5k)4N -and x"(i) = x'(((5')4&' -pose it into a number of given length, say 2m, CCS's such that we 1) /4).
We note that this is a circular correlation. Moreover, we can make a further simplification on this equation. Consider the correlation X"(k) in (13) and let C(n) = cos [ ( 2~/ 4 N ) ( 5 " )~, ] , one may observe that C ( N / 2 + n) = -C(n) for n = 0, l;.., N / 2 -1. Besides, as X"(N/2 + n) = -X " ( n ) for n = 0, 1;. ., N / 2 -1, only X"(O), * * e , X"( N / 2 -1) are required to be computed. Hence we have V. AN EXAMPLE Consider the case where we have a modified correlation hardware that can realize (14) with N = 8. Then let us clarify our proposal using a length 16 DCT with input sequence { x(i):
by making use of this 4-point module. We first rearrange the data as shown in (4), (8), and (9):
. . . and where a = ~1 3 2 ,
Then, from (6), (7) where { F ( k ) : k = 0, 1;..,7} and { G ( k ) : k = 0,1;-. ,3} are which can be decomposed into two 8-point CCS's. We first permute the input sequence using (4) and (16):
From (3), (9, and (6), using also the bijective mapping (12) and the simplification given in (14), the odd sequence of this 8-point DCT can be written as 1 cos e cos 5e cos 25e cos 29e cos5e cos25e cos29e
-cos e cos25e cos29e
-cos e -cos5e cos29e -cos e -cos5e -cos25e -cos e cos25e cos29e
-cos e -cos5e cos 29e -cos e -cos 5e -cos 25e 2( ~~ ( 0 ) + ~~ ( 4 ) -cos e cos25e cos29e
-cos e -cos5e cos 29e -cos e -cos 5e -cos 25e 2( ~o ( 6 ) + ~o ( 2 ) ) COS 25e L 2 (~0 ( 7 ) + ~~( 3 ) ) cos29eJ Note that this is in cyclic form, which is very suitable for distributed arithmetic [13] and VLSI realization.
From (2), we know that the even sequence X(2k) is actually an 8-point DCT on sequence { x(i) + x(15 -i): i = 0, 1; . a , 7}, Note that these two matrices are also in cyclic form now and hence can be ported into the 4-point module. Furthermore, the sequence G ( k ) is actually a 4-point DCT on the sequence { g ( i ) : 1,2,3} . By using similar technique os on the 8-point DCT algorithm in Section II. Table II shows the comparison of computational complexity among selected algorithms. Secondly, we can see that the CCS is most suitable for hardware realization due to its correlation property. Hence we may decompose a 2m-length DCT into two 2m-length CCS's by using the decomposition algorithm shown in Section IV instead of that shown in Section 11 such that it can be easily realized using the dedicated correlation hardware.
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Finally, we can decompose a long-length DCT into acceptable length CCS's such that we can deal with it with a fixed-problem-size machine. We propose two methods to do this. Method one uses the decomposition algorithm shown in Sections I1 and IV recursively until the problem can be ported into the hardware. An example of this approach is shown in Section V. Method two is to decompose an N-length DCT into two N/2-length DCT's recursively and then change those DCT's after decomposition into CCS's by using the algorithm in Section IV. However, method one is more efficient as it requires fewer multiplications.
Let us illustrate the point with a simple example. Consider that we have a 16-point DCT and a 4-point modified correlation hardware mentioned in Section V again: Table I shows the computational complexity to realize a CCS and a DCT by using the Obviously, to realize an 8-point CCS needs more multiplications than to realize two 4-point CCS's. Besides, the multiplication cost of method one is less than that of method two. Hence, decomposition method one is much better, especially when N is large. for VLSI realization as well. Besides, we have proposed two methods to decompose a 2m-length DCT into any desirable length CCS's such that we can port them into a machine with a fixed-problem-size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantization of input signals of the correlation multiplier in adaptive filtering considerably reduces the hardware requirements of the adaptation algorithm [4]. One of the algorithms that uses this fact is the power-of-two quantizer algorithm [l], which will be the subject of this paper. To be specific, consider the case of adaptive identification of an unknown plant whose output a , is related to its input Quantized LMS algorithms can use quantization of the estimation error e,, the regressor X , , or both of them. However, it has been shown in [7] that the quantization of X , may lead to the instability of the algorithm. Therefore, in this paper we shall consider the algorithm with power-of-two quantization of e , only. This algorithm is given by 
